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In a perfect vessel and with a shaft perfectly centered within that vessel, the lines of AB, BC, DB, and BE
would all be exactly the same length. Now, if we were to have the shaft slightly moved in the direction of
A, then line AB would be slightly less than line BC. For example, if the shaft were moved 0.5mm toward A,
then line AB would be 1.0mm less than line BC. This because line AB would be 0.5mm less than perfect
and line BC would be 0.5mm more than perfect.
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Vessel to Shaft representation
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Perfect centering: Line AB=45.0mm, Line BC=45.0mm.
Moving shaft 0.5mm toward A would result with Line AB=44.5mm and line BC=45.5mm.
These move while only 0.5mm, results in a 1.0mm difference between the distances of AB and BC.
Our CenterChek™ works in this manner. Each division equals 1.0mm. In the example above, the needle
would move 1mm or 1 division. The shaft is only off by 0.5mm but the total sweep is actually 1 full mm.
This is the reason that any measurement taken by the CenterChek™ is divided by 2 to get the actual
centering result.
As per USP Toolkit 2.0 and ASTM E2503-07, the centering should be measured in two different direction and
be 90° apart. For this reason, the centering should be read in the AB direction (or BC) and in the DB
direction (or BE). With the CenterChek™, both directions are measured as the gauge is spun within the
vessel.
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